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Who Are The Chosen?

do we see people committing themselves to Jesus and his “good news,” we also find Romans and Pharisees who
are questioning who this itinerant preacher from Nazareth might be. And, of course, Jesus has enemies, and
those who are seeking to discredit both him and his message.

This is a quick snapshot of The Chosen, an independent television series that seeks to provide context to the
Gospel stories and humanizes Jesus and the other characters we read about in scripture. When I first heard about
this show I was hesitant to watch it. I, like many others, thought to myself, “Another show that will romanticize the
life of Christ.” There have, of course, been many movies and mini-series that seek to depict the Gospel story,
often presenting a very Westernized Jesus, blond-haired and blue-eyed, speaking sometimes in King James
English and, although these have been very inspiring to some, myself included, I was not going to commit myself
to eight seasons of a series of that caliber. However, I kept seeing snippets of conversations about The Chosen
on Facebook and other social media platforms. People were talking about the unique, very real presentation that
was being offered by Dallas Jenkins and his team. So, one day I decided to give it a chance and I watched the
first episode … and, I was hooked. I immediately watched the second episode and when Rev Cheryl and Victoria
got home that evening I re-watched the first episode with them and we were all hooked. The second season just
ended and we are anxiously awaiting the advent of the third season.

What I love most about the series is the quality of the relationships between the characters. Since coming to the
faith and throughout my ministry I have wondered how a very diverse group could coalesce around Jesus? There
must have been conflict when fishers mixed with zealots mixed with tax collectors and the show does not shy
away from that conflict. First-century Palestine was a Roman occupied territory and that reality is dealt with as
well. And, although I know the story, (or at least I think I do), there are times when I am sitting on the edge of my
seat wondering what will happen next … how will this character be introduced? How will that conflict be resolved?
What happens next?

A tempestuous fisherman and his brother, An ideologue
zealot, a disheartened architect, a tax collector who is
quite possibly on the autism spectrum and, a woman
who has suffered much trauma in her life and has now
received both forgiveness and healing from Jesus of
Nazareth … these are some of the collection of
characters who have gathered around Jesus in The
Chosen. Add to this list others, fishers, cooks, their
families and friends … women, men and children and
you start to get a sense of the diversity of people who are
included in the Gospel accounts of the feeding of the five
thousand or many of the stories of healing. But, not only 
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As you might expect, there are a number of Facebook groups that have been created to talk about the content of this
series and, yes, I have joined a few … I may even have engaged in a few of the conversations. It is inspiring to see a
wide range of people, some having been Christians their entire life and others wondering about the faith and this
show being their first real engagement with the content of The Gospels, talking about the show and asking
questions. The Chosen is proving to be a great vehicle for evangelism, the sharing of the good news of The Gospel
and of our faith in it. But, of course, there are Pharisees in every age and our generation is certainly not immune.
Legalism creeps into the conversation and people often forget that this is a television program seeking to offer
context and possible scenarios, not factual reality, filling in details not found in scripture. On the other hand, there is
value in the conversation and many people have reported that they have returned to their Bibles, some reading The
Bible for the first time as a result of having watched The Chosen.

A small group of us at St John’s Stevensville United Church have been watching The Chosen together, taking some
time after the show to talk about what we have seen. We are now at the fifth episode of the first season. Although
there were some technical issues at first, it has been a very rewarding experience to watch this depiction of Jesus’
life and ministry and the community that grew around him. It is not too late to join in! If you would like to join in the
conversation, send me an email at rev.bill.thomas@gmail.com and I will share the link with you. We look forward to
seeing you there.

I titled this short article, Who Are The Chosen? As you might expect, the list of characters includes Simon Peter and
his brother Andrew. There is James and John and Thaddeus and Matthew. We have also met Jesus’ mother Mary
and Mary Magdelene as well as many other people, familiar and not so much. What is apparent from the show is
that, even though they lived in an era quite different from our own, the people who gathered around Jesus, both
those who loved and supported him and those who distrusted, ridiculed and even despised him were people very
much like us. They had families and friends, they worked and played, studied and learned. They worried about
where their next meal was going to come from and about the dangers they might have to confront. They had
communities around them and some succumbed to trials and temptations. Even those closest to Jesus struggled in
their faith, sometimes doubting his words, disbelieving the miracles happening before their very eyes. In short, they
were a whole lot like us, or we are a whole lot like them. They, like us, had to grow in their faith and understanding.
But each of them realized that, like Mary says when talking to Nicodemus, “I was one way and now I am completely
different. And the thing that happened in between was him.” We too realize that reality in our lives and so, the
answer to the question posed in the title is, US. We, like those early disciples, are the chosen. We have been invited
into the truth and it is a truth that has to be shared. We are The Chosen!

And remember you are blessed and you are a blessing.
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Who Are The Chosen? Cont...

Have a Topic You Want to Add?

We want to hear from you! What sort of topic would you like to see in the next newsletter?  Do you have a thought-
provoking question that you want to pose to one of our Ministry team? Does your group or committee have something

special they want to share with the congregation? 
Let us know! This newsletter is a great way to share our word with each other, and all are welcome to contribute in

whatever way you feel called to do!
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Post-Pentecost this year, we did a preaching series on the
practical qualities found in healthy faith communities that
contribute to the growth and fruitfulness of those congregations. 
 We have talked about the importance of inclusive hospitality (a
concept some folks might even call radical).  We talked about the
importance of approaching our weekly worship with a passionate
attitude, believing that God will speak to our hearts, and the Holy
Spirit will move in our midst.  We talked about why it is important
to take that passion beyond the doors of the sanctuary and out
into the world, even when it means taking the risks that come
through truly engaged mission and service.  We talked about the
importance of intentional faith development, how that growing in
our faith requires self-awareness and self-knowledge.  We
develop emotionally and spiritually when we are honest with
ourselves about what we are thinking and feeling and what is
happening in our lives and relationships.  The more honest that we
are with ourselves about ourselves, the more honest we are with
God about what is happening in our lives.  
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- Rev. Cheryl Wood-Thomas

Staying Strong and Healthy

And lastly, we talked about extravagant generosity, which is not necessarily about financial giving, it
may include a financial commitment, but again is more about the attitude that we bring to our giving.
People are most generous when they believe that what they are giving to will make a positive
difference.
Strong healthy churches need strong healthy Christians, who seek to develop a deeper relationship
with God, and more authentic relationships with one another.  Let us continue to grow in our faith to
be a strong and healthy example to our wider community.

This Fall you will see some new programing happening at St. John’s
Stevensville United and at the EMBRACE Centre.  To be able to
cultivate new courses of study, and community activities is a very

exciting prospect.  This growth was made possible by the faithfulness
of our congregation past and present.  Thank-you to those of you who
give faithfully to the ministry. And also a special thanks to the Embrace
Trustees, chaired by the Rev. Dr. Brian Brown, who have managed our
financial resources wisely.  Now is the time to vision SJS’s role in this

community, as we continue to grow in our faith, and in our service.

Growing In Faith
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Vacation Bible School

We are  excited to announce that the 2021 Vacation Bible School Theme is Knights
of the North Castle!! Our friend Sparky the Dragon will lead us through stories to
help assemble the Armour of God, and show us that we can all "be strong in the
Lord, and in the strength of his power!" (Ep. 6:10)

We will be providing the program a little differently this year. We will be holding the
camp during the evenings, and only once a week, from 6:00pm - 8:00pm.

Tuesday August 3
Tuesday August 10
Tuesday August 17
Tuesday August 24

Pre-registration will be required this year (due to our Covid-19 limitations) and you
can get your form from Victoria (at centralunited.churchhouse@gmail.com) or Rev.
Cheryl (in the church hall on Sundays).

If you are wondering about what sort of help we need, the answer is lots! We
are asking the congregation to donate pool noodles so that the youth can
turn them into horses for each participant, as well as empty cereal boxes
and gift cards for snacks.
Plus, there's the day of the program! We need volunteers to help with each
station, and some to help the children transition from one station to the next.
If you think you might be interested in volunteering with us, please just let
me know. Everyone is welcome, and we are determined to have an amazing
VBS this year!!

 practices would often see disciples writing in the style of their teacher and under the teacher’s name because the ideas
came from the teacher.  This practice was never intended to defraud the reader, but instead was intended to honour the
teacher.
    Scholars who study ancient syntax and phraseology and different regional dialects have been fairly unanimous about
which letters were penned (or dictated) by Paul himself, and which letters were penned by later students.  These are
referred to as ‘deuter-Pauline epistles’, and often contain segments of other Pauline letters within them.
    The letters we know for sure were written by Paul are: Romans, 1&2 Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, Philemon,
1&2 Timothy, and 1 Thessalonians.  The letters believed to be deuter-Pauline are: Ephesians, Colossians, and 2
Thessalonians.  Colossians and Ephesians are believed to have been written by the same student in the years following
Paul’s death in Rome sometime around 64-67AD.  The letter to Titus could be either.  And although some had
traditionally referred to the Book of Hebrews as Paul’s, there is no basis to support that hypothesis, and the author is
unnamed.  
    All of these letters, regardless of who may have authored them, are accepted parts of the Biblical canon and should
therefore be treated as the inspired word of God.

Paul's Writings

Did the Apostle Paul write all of the Epistles attributed to him in the
New Testament?
   In my sermon on July 11th, I referred to the “Author” of the letter
to the Church in Ephesus, which raised the question by one
parishioner as to why I said “Author” and not “Paul”.  Well, that is a
very good question indeed, because ancient



~ Rev. Cheryl Wood
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Summer Reads!

I love to read!  I enjoy reading many different genres, but my favourites are mysteries and short stories (I
really like mystery short stories).  Because our building has been covid-shut for what seems like a long time,
some of you may not realize that we have a little library corner in the fellowship hall.  Take a book, leave a
book, and every so often the selections get boxed up and donated in order to make room for more.  There is
also a puzzle library, but we do ask that you return the puzzles when you are finished with them.

Let me share with you two fun reads from the spring:  The first is an early
collection of Stuart McLean stories from the “Vinyl Café”.  Early in my career I
would spend many hours on Sundays driving between preaching points on my
pastoral charge, or visiting other charges where I was pastoral supervisor, and I
would listen to McLean on the radio tell his Morley & Dave stories.  Picking up this
book was like reminiscing with old friends.  There were even two short stories in
the book that I had never read or heard before and it was like discovering a
treasure that made me smile.

The second delightful book that I wanted to share, came as a recommendation
from a colleague who thought it might help with an assignment I was working on
at the time.  It wasn’t particularly helpful for the assignment, so it sat on my
bookshelf for months until one day I took it down because I wanted something to
read while waiting for an appointment.  I fell right in love with Zendele:  A Letter
for my Daughter, which is a novel by a Zimbabwean Author named, J. Nozipo
Maraire.  It is a fictional telling of a family history by a Mother as her Daughter
prepares to move to the United States to attend university.  It is a short book, but
powerful.  It will make you laugh and cry, and be filled with hope.

These are just two of my picks, but go and check out the Book Corner for
yourself.  You never know what literary treasure nuggets you might discover!

Vespers

Evening Vespers has been a hit so far this summer! We have met
out in the north parking lot and turned our radios to 98.7 so that we
can hear the music and words from our amazing Vesper team!
July 11 got rained out, but June 27 saw a young guest musician
join us. Thank you to Lou Lou for sharing your skills! Our next
vesper service is July 25, and we will be celebrating Christmas in
July, so bring your holiday spirit!
As things are starting to open up, you are welcome to bring your
lawn chairs to the service and sit outside your vehicle for
something a little different.
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For Fun
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This year's VBS theme is the
Knights of the North Castle,

which follows the Bible
Passage Ephesians 6:10:

"Be strong in the Lord and in
the Strength of His power."

The children willl be
collecting the Armour of God
throughout the program, and
we thought we'd give you a

quick taste of what that
might look like!
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Announcements
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Good News! Our website is officially back up and running! Check out
www.stjohnsstevensvilleunitedchurch.com to see all the things that the

church has done, is planning on doing, the past newsletters and photos from
the children! Some parts of it are still under construction, but should be ready

to go shortly. 
Thank you all for your patience during our re-building!

The kitchen has been recertified so that we can get back to doing the things we
love to do at this church! Keep an eye out for the different dinners and programs

that are coming our way in the near future. 
We will also be offering a food safety course to ensure we have certified

volunteers for those programs we are all so excited for! If you are interested,
please contact Rev. Bill. 

New programs are getting ready to burst forth at St. John's Stevensville United
Church... and one of those is the Uke Club! Geared towards children aged 8-12, and

run by our very own Carolyn Campbell, we will be introducing ukelele to any who would
like to learn! 

The program will run Thursdays after school and the cost is $50. This price includes
the cost of renting a ukulele from us as well as other materials that may be needed. 
Contact Rev. Cheryl if this sounds like something of interest to someone you know! 

(Space is limited)

We are back to in-person worship!
After spending so much time online, we have now been able to move back

into our lovely sanctuary. We are still asking people to maintain their distance
and keep their masks on, but we are also welcoming you to stay after the

service for fellowship time on the lawn!

Welcome to Jillian Grelowski! While Gerry is recuperating, Jillian will be our new
Acting Chair of the Ministry and Personnel Committee. Welcome to the team! 

Have you been considering learning a new skill? Consider volunteering for the tech
team with John Bedell! He has lots of fun tools that he is always willing to share and

teach to whoever is interested!
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www.stjohnsstevensvilleunitedchurch.com
St. John's Stevensville United Church
The Embrace Center
www.niagaraonlineworship.com

Take a look at these events, happening every
week!

 
Sunday @11am - Church Services (In Person and

online at niagaraonlineworship.com)
Embrace Center Drop In - Tuesday to Thursday,

11am-2pm

Wondering where our streamed sessions
can be found? Check out the following:

Ongoing Events!

St. John’s Stevensville United Church:
14789 Sodom Road

PO Box 267 
Stevensville, ON

L0S 1S0
905-382-3344

Contact Us

Rev. Bill Thomas
289-213-3153

rev.bill.thomas@gmail.com
 

Rev. Cheryl Wood-Thomas:
905-6872664

rev.cheryl.wood@gmail.com
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We understand that it can be hard when we are all isolated. So please keep in mind that both Rev. Bill and Rev.
Cheryl are available to provide pastoral care over the phone at any time. Do not hesitate to call. 


